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Dear user:
Thank you for purchase of CP-20 Hand Double Wheel
Lens Edger.
Its really a good and correct choice! Please take time to
read our user’s manual carefully before use, which
guarantees you to make full use of this unit and prolong its
operation life.

［Safety Precautions］

［Unwrapping And Operation］
1. Open the carton and take out of the foamed plastic cover.Then
take the machine out carefully and place it on a big enough and quite
stable desk.
2. Connect the hose, open the water valve and adjust it,turn on the
motor switch, then you can use it.
3. This machine has two grinding wheel:①the left is coarse grinding
wheel(180#);②the right is V-fine grinding wheel(320#).You can
select the different grinding wheel according to your requirements.

［Name Of Parts］

［Simple Troubleshooting］

Problem Solution

1.Motor doesn’t rotate
and the indicator light
doesn’t light.

Check the power supply and see if the plug is
connected with the socket and the voltage is
stable, check the indicator light and see if it’s
useful.

2.No water supply. Check the water valve and see if it’s opened.
3.Water supply is
available, but no water
from the exhaust hose.

Open the machine, clear the waste thorough.

4.Grinding fatigue.
Use the oilstone stick to condition the wheel
reqularly.

1. Don’t use this machine for any other purposes except hand-grinding
the edge of lenses;
2. While the machine is working ,don’t touch the turning grinding
wheel to avoid getting injured;
3. Don’t use this machine when the power requirements (voltage and
frequency) are not met, you should be clear about the actual working
power supply;
4. Don’t install other parts at will except the original parts of this
machine;
5. Don’t make the machine over-loaded or ram any of its spare parts.
6. If the machine is left idle for a period of time please remove the plug
out of the wall socket.


